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First Stationary Position
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Today Jupiter reaches First Stationary Position. Its apparent movement through
the heavens has been slowing until today when it will stand still and begin moving
backwards. Today is Ahau day, 40 days before the final Total Solar Eclipse of 2012.
The Total Solar Eclipse of 2012 is 40 days before the end of the 13th Baktun.

In Volume 13 of this newsletter I spoke of retrograde Jupiter and how the sacred
dates of Chan Bahlum were timed to Second Stationary Position. The occurrence of a
stationary position of Jupiter on the sacred Ahau day is another strong piece of evidence
that the whole cosmic schedule of the heavens for 2012 was known to the Mayan
calendar priests. Jupiter will then reach opposition on December 3, also an Ahau day.
During this period, Jupiter will shine brightly at its greatest magnitude for the entire year.
The Second Stationary Position, when Jupiter goes “direct” and resumes its proper
motion through the sky, is on January 29, 2013. Chan Bahlum has beautifully framed the
end of the Mayan Great Cycle within the parentheses of retrograde Jupiter.

Jupiter is known as the planet of the Mayan kings, a patron of royalty. The
incredible symmetry of the astronomical events of 2012 suggests that we are witness to a
preprogrammed revelation, the unwinding of a mystery wrapped in an enigma. When
celebrating the Second Stationary Position of Jupiter, Chan Bahlum would often time his
rituals for a few days after the event had occurred, perhaps so that direct motion could be
observed. February 1 is also an Ahau day. Displaying a like-in-kind structure to ritual
dates recorded in the Palenque hieroglyphs, the ending of the 13th Baktun is the ultimate
crowning example of cosmic harmony. The overwhelming evidence suggests intentional
design. I am calling the transition to the next World Age: “The Dance of the Lords.”

The period between the November 13th Total Solar Eclipse and the end of the
Great Cycle is on the final page of the Dresden Codex as the “Time of the Jaguar Sun.”
What should we expect from the Jaguar Sun God monument on Robinson Crusoe Island?

For those of you who can’t make it to the island you can always take a virtual tour
through Google Earth. I have been playing “pin the tail on the jaguar” here with the first
satellite imagery I have ever seen that shows the island monument with good resolution.
The Sun God tower is on the right casting a long shadow as it gazes west to the sunset.
My flights are booked and my mission is clear: bring home the sacred wisdom of
the ancient Maya so that we may transition to the next World Age. The sublime genius
of these omniscient kings buoys my spirit and I can envision nothing but benevolence.
With only a month remaining until I fly to Chile and fulfill my destiny I remain upbeat.
My evolving vision for MAYAPOLOOZA has come to include an installation exhibit in
the rebuilt shell of Pedro’s “Flying Fish” hostel. Here I will tell my truths.

